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Narrative:Narrative:

On 08/25/2023, Special Agent (SA) Tiffany Najmulski (Najmulski) went to the Celina Fire
Department to meet with Fireman/EMT Aaron Schott (Schott). Schott was dispatched to the
scene of the officer involved shooting at Eastview Park in Celina. The following is a summary
of the interview which was digitally recorded and attached to the case file.

Schott stated the fire department received a call from dispatch to be on standby for a shots
fired call at Eastview Park. As the firefighters began getting ready, they received another call
from dispatch advising they had a victim. As the squad arrived, the Celina Police Department
had a subject laying outside of the vehicle's driver side door. Police were holding pressure on
a wound on his rear back/shoulder area. Schott said the patient, later identified as Corey
Andrew, was pulseless, so they began CPR and treatment.

Schott drove the patient by squad to the hospital. The patient did not regain a pulse during
transport, as far as Schott knew.

Schott said when he arrived, nothing seemed out of the ordinary on how the scene was being
handled. Schott had nothing else to add and the interview concluded.

This report only summarizes the information deemed by the author to be of the most
relevance to the investigation and does not purport to contain all questions and answers from
the audio recording. Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the reader’s overall
understanding of the information elicited during the interview and may not be reflective of the
actual sequencing of questions or responses. It is suggested that the full audio recording be
reviewed to clarify any content or contextual questions regarding the information from the
audio recording.
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Attachment # 01: Aaron Schott
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